Abstract. Object tracking is one of the most important components in many applications of computer vision. Among numerous methods developed in recent years, correlation filter based trackers have aroused increasing interests and have achieved extremely compelling results in different competitions and benchmarks. In this paper, we propose a novel approach based on correlation filter framework for robust scale estimation through deep learning features. Experiments are performed on benchmark sequences with occlusion, background clutter, pose change and significant scale variations. Our results show that the proposed algorithm performs favorably against state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy and robustness.
Introduction
Object tracking is one of the most important components in many applications of computer vision and widely used in different applications such as smart surveillance, information retrieval, human-computer interaction, augment reality and robotics. The task can be described briefly as tracking the object through video sequence according to its manually designated bounding box in the very first frame without any other prior knowledge like the target's classification or its appearance learned in advance. Though the task seems simple and has been extensively studied over the last several decades, it remains very challenging in real-world scenes because the tracker will be severely disturbed by illumination variation, partial occlusion, background clutter, pose change, etc.
To solve these problems, numerous approaches based on machine learning theory are proposed in recent years. These approaches handle the task of object tracking as training a classifier which classifies all candidate image patches into object class and background class. The location of the object's first occurrence is labeled by user or some automatic detection mechanism and is defined as positive examples, while the other image patches relatively away from it are sampled as negative examples. After the classifier is trained, it will predict the locations of the object in the next frames, and these predictions will be reused as training data for future learning.
[1] is the first tracker trained online without prior knowledge, learning object's appearance and predicting its position at the same time. Inspired by Online Adaboost method (OAB) in machine learning, this approach combines an ensemble of weak classifiers into a strong classifier which captures the most discriminative features of the tracking object. Samples more examples in the nearby region except the obvious positive and negative ones, assigning a continuous value to each of these samples as a soft label according to certain measurement. A classifier is trained by both labeled examples and soft labeled examples. To achieve better robustness, [2] designs a Multiple Instance Learning algorithm (MIL). Examples are divided into bags, which are labeled as positive if at least one positive instance exists in the bag, otherwise are labeled as negative. Various types of features are attempted in object tracking, among which Haar-like feature is the most popular one. Other types of features include histogram of color, histogram of oriented gradient, LBP, SIFT and raw pixels. In [3] , a long-term learning by classification framework is combined with rectified examples gathered by classic short-term tracking algorithm like Lucas-Kanade method.
In recent years, correlation filter based trackers have aroused increasing interests in the field of visual object tracking, and have achieved extremely compelling results in different competitions and benchmarks. The first trial is the proposal of Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) [4] filter. Using an adaptive training scheme, MOSSE is considerably robust and efficient in tracking. Based on the basic framework of MOSSE filter. Since the correlation operator is readily transferred into the Fourier domain as element-wise multiplication, the proposed method effectively reduces the computational load. [5] improved the MOSSE filter by introducing kernel methods with histogram of gradient features and applied color-attributes to better represent the input data. By further handling the scale changes, [6] have achieved state-of-art results and have beaten all other attended trackers in terms of accuracy in a recent competition.
Learning features by convolution neural network from raw image pixels on large scale dataset has made impressive progress compared with hand-crafted features [8] . The deep learning technology shows great promise in almost every field artificial intelligence, especially computer vision, such as image classification, detection and segmentation. [7] proposed deep learning tracker to augment tracking performance. However, these trackers setup fixed bounding box size and are not suitable for target's scale change which is very common in real condition and benchmark sequences.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach based on correlation filter framework for robust scale estimation through deep learning features. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly explains the correlation filter tracking framework. Section 3 demonstrates how our tracking method combine correlation filter framework, deep learning features and scale estimation algorithm. Section 4 presents experimental results. We conclude in Section 5.
Correlation Filter Tracking Framework
The goal of correlation filter is to train a function that minimizes the squared error over samples and their regression targets (1) The is a regularization parameter that controls overfitting as in ridge regression. By solving this minimizer, the parameter w can be given in a closed form (2) where X is a matrix whose rows are training examples, y is a vector of corresponding labels and I is identity matrix.
To improve the performance, input data will be mapped to a non-linear feature space with , and w can be expressed by linear combination of the inputs . In this case, the function f(x i ) takes the form: (3) where is the kernel function. Given K is the kernel matrix with element , the solution of (1) with (3) can be expressed as:
Circulant Matrix
An major difference between tracking and other machine learning task like detection and classification is that tracking samples have latent structures if densely pixel-wise sampled, i.e. sampling each position in searching window. For simplicity, consider an vector representing a patch with the object of interest, denoted as base sample . The goal of tracking is to train a classifier with both base sample x (as positive sample) and several virtual samples obtained by translating it (negative samples). To compute a regression with shift samples, a circular data matrix X in (2) is set as the rows of a data matrix X look like:
The most interesting property of circulant matrix is that a circulant matrix can be made diagonal with the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of its base sample x: (6) where F is DFT matrix. Then the solution of w in (2) can be expressed in the form: (7) which is equivalent to a simpler form in frequency domain: (8) And can be calculated: (9) All the computations in frequency domain are element-wise multiplications and divisions, which can be performed much more efficiently comparing with those in spatial domain.
Online Updating Strategy
The above correlation filter tracking model is trained by the first frame where the initial position target is manually labeled then predicts the target's position in the next each frame which maximizes . Each prediction will be considered as supplement to enhance the initial model. To keep it efficiency in kernel correlation filter framework, a simple online updating strategy is applied. The model directly update parameter in frequency domain by: (10) (11) where t is the index of frame, and is a hyper-parameter which controls updating rate.
Scale Variation Estimation through Deep Learning Features
As we aim to use deep learning features to estimate scale change of target in visual tracking, we first describe visual features learned from convolutional neural network, then present its integration in correlation filter tracking framework.
Deep Learning Features
Recently, deep learning architectures have been used successfully to give very promising results for some complicated tasks, including image classification, detection, segmentation and speech recognition. The key to success is to make use of deep architectures to learn richer invariant features via multiple non-linear transformations. Many successful deep learning networks share the highly similar structure, which is mainly established by two types of layers, convolutional layers (conv) and fully connected layers (fc). Max pooling and ReLU layers are applied between two main layers to provide translation invariance and noise suppression. The first 3-5 main layers are usually conv layers, simulating human vision mechanism, designed to learn low-level concept like edges and parts. Followed by no less than 3 layers of fc aiming to learn mid-level and high-level concepts like spatial relations of parts and categories. For tracking task, we need to learn instance rather than categories because it is not unusual when multiple instances of same category appears in the same frame. Moreover, after the processing of fc layers, it is hard to determine exact position and scale of target object. Therefore we use conv and fc layers to learn invariant features offline but just use conv layers in online tracking. In practice, we adopt vgg-19 [9] network structure and use the 4 th and 5 th conv layers outputs as our deep learning features. 
Scale Estimation
We separate position estimation and scale estimation into two phases in each frame. The first phase does nearly the same thing as normal correlation filter tracking, except the deep learning features are used instead of HoG features and color features. To handle scale variation, a pool of trackers in S different scales is introduced. After position is predicted, different scaled searching windows in estimated position are cropped and interpolated into the fixed same size before sent to convolutional neural network. The outputs of conv layers are concatenated as features then reshaped into 1-dimensional W*H*D vectors for each scale. An isolated correlation filter based scale tracker is trained to predict the best scale. The reason we use two isolated tracker instead of unique one is that the measure of correct scale is not as clear as position, which makes the tracker drifting if the unique tracker keeps putting different scale samples in the same model. We use Gaussian function to enforce the current scale with higher value and other scales with lower value. Intuitively, it means if the tracker believes the current scale is not good enough, it has to find another scale which perform much better score. In practice, this strategy will suppress drifting caused by scale estimation jitter.
Experiments
We evaluate the proposed method on OTB13 benchmark which includes 51 challenging sequences with comparison to more than ten state-of-the art trackers. Many of these sequences has scale variation issues along with other challenging problems such as illumination variation, motion blur, background clutter and occlusion.
Implementation Details
The ridge regression parameter is set to 0.0001 and temporal updating parameter is set to 0.01. The ReLU output of conv4 and conv5 layers are used as deep learning features with same weights. The size of searching window is set to 2 times target size. 15 different scales are used as candidates with scale factor equals to 1.05. The proposed method is implemented in Matlab on an Intel Xeron 1620 CPU and 32G RAM, with a Titan GPU for convolutional neural network feature calculation. The average tracking speed is about 7fps.
Experimental Result
We use two quantitative metrics for evaluation: distance precision rate, which shows the percentage of frames whose center location error is within some fixed number of pixels; overlap success rate, which is the percentage of frames where the bounding box overlap surpasses some fixed rate. Precision and Success plots measure the overall performance and the sequences in which target has apparent scale variations. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show that our proposed method performs favorably against state-of-the-art trackers in terms of both distance precision and overlap success.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel approach based on correlation filter framework for robust scale estimation through deep learning features. Experiments are performed on benchmark sequences with occlusion, background clutter, pose change and significant scale variations. Our results show that the proposed algorithm performs favorably against state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy and robustness.
